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Improving patient outcomes by directing patients to hospitals designated as “Centers of Excellence” has intuitive appeal. However, several recent empirical evaluations of such programs have found that designated hospitals are, at best, only modestly better than non-designated hospitals. In this perspective, we explain these surprising findings and propose an alternative method of designating Centers of Excellence.

The premise behind Centers of Excellence programs is logical: prior research has documented a wide variation in outcomes across hospitals. Other studies have found associations between better outcomes and a variety of structural and process criteria including higher volume of cases,1 computed physician order entry,2 intensivist staffing,3 and high nursing-to-patient ratios.4 Together, this evidence raises the possibility that hospitals selected on some or all of these structural and process criteria will have better outcomes.

On the basis of this foundation, a number of Centers of Excellence programs have been developed by private health plans, federal and state payers, and specialty societies. To note a few examples: Aetna has identified Aetna Institutes, United designates United Health Premium providers, the Blue Cross Blue Shield Plans distinguish Blue Distinction Centers, and the American College of Surgeons and the American Society for Metabolic and Bariatric Surgery accredit bariatric surgery centers. Designation criteria vary across programs but typically include volume of cases or local clinical resources such as having an intensive care unit. The hope is that patients will voluntarily seek care at designated hospitals, but in some cases, financial incentives are used to encourage their use. For example, WalMart waives all copayments if its employees receive care for selected high-cost surgical procedures at certain hospitals.

Despite designation criteria that should result in better outcomes, evaluations of these programs have yielded disappointing results. Comparisons of bariatric surgery, hip and knee replacement, and spine surgery at designated hospitals and nondesignated hospitals find little differences in costs and outcomes (Fig. 1). On the basis of this evidence, Medicare recently reversed its decision to only reimburse for bariatric surgery at Centers of Excellence.

WHY DO CENTER OF EXCELLENCE PROGRAMS FAIL TO IDENTIFY BETTER HOSPITALS?

The lack of discrimination is largely driven by the selection criteria. Hospital structural measures, the most commonly used selection criteria, are relatively fixed attributes of the hospital, including case volume, intensivist staffing, use of electronic health records, and availability of advanced clinical capacity (eg, intensive care units). These measures are attractive, as they are easy and inexpensive to evaluate, but they have important limitations. First, structural measures may have a weak or nonexistent relationship with outcomes. Although volume-outcome relationships are strong for rare, high-risk surgical conditions, they are much weaker for the common conditions that are often the focus of programs (eg, bariatric surgery). Moreover, any relationship between structural variables and outcomes may wane over time. The niche capabilities necessary for performing a particular surgery might spread quickly and become less important, as training and experience change and care becomes generally safer. Second, using a single cutoff on a structural measure as a designation criterion limits the difference between the hospitals. With hospital volume, for example, when comparing the highest and lowest quintile volume centers, there are often large differences but a much smaller difference exists between hospitals just above and below a single cutoff.5 Third, the ecological fallacy is also evident. For example, although hospitals with computerized physician order entry may have superior outcomes, many hospitals with poor outcomes also have such systems, and vice versa. Finally, the structural criteria used for designation (eg, intensivist staffing of intensive care units) are associated with better outcomes in cross-sectional studies, but whether hospitals that adopt intensivist staffing improve their outcomes is less clear.

Processes of care are the other main criteria for Centers of Excellence programs. Processes of care are the details of clinical care provided to the patient, such as adherence to recommended medications postsurgery. Using processes of care for designation has clear advantages, especially when it comes to data collection, as there is no need to collect detailed patient data for risk adjustment. Perhaps, most importantly, process measures create a prescriptive recipe on how to provide optimal care. However, problems also exist with using processes of care to identify top-performing hospitals; there is a growing body of evidence, for both medical and surgical conditions, suggesting that hospital variations in important outcomes are not explained by differences in compliance with processes of care. For example, hospital adherence to the Surgical Care Improvement Program measures has only a modest relationship to postoperative infections.6 Therefore, using adherence to processes of care as a criterion for Centers of Excellence programs may not be as useful as once hoped.

HOW TO MOVE FORWARD WITH CENTERS OF EXCELLENCE PROGRAMS?

It is important to recognize the circularity in the current system of using structural and process criteria to designate Centers of Excellence. Structural and process criteria such as volume of care or performance on process measures were chosen because of their perceived relationships to outcomes. Why not just select on outcomes? The common barriers to using outcomes are statistical concerns such as controlling for differences in patient severity of illness, but in many cases, these barriers can be overcome. Methodology for risk adjustment is increasingly well-developed and can be refined with more clinical data. The growing use of all-payer state databases and clinical registries and the exchange of data across electronic medical records allow for easier capture of all cases and for richer clinical data. Moving forward, such efforts will also facilitate the capture of important
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We recognize that outcomes cannot be used as designation criteria for low-volume procedures. Here, structural and process criteria themselves are more appropriate designation criteria for several reasons: because the number of cases might be very small at many hospitals, the knowledge and expertise associated with more volume may be particularly important. Also, the higher morbidity with many low-volume procedures (eg, pancreatic resection) might mean that availability of other hospital capacities such as intensive care may be critical. This is supported by the limited evidence. In evaluations of National Cancer Institute–designated centers for some types of cancer surgery, designated hospitals seem to have lower mortality (Fig. 1).

Another potential goal for Centers of Excellence programs is to lower costs. The hope is that encouraging patients to receive care at hospitals with higher quality will lead to fewer costly hospitalizations. However, the weak relationship between quality and costs in general makes this unlikely. Therefore, if reducing costs is a goal, it is important to explicitly include costs as another outcome in the designation criteria. For example, the Blue Cross Blue Shield plans have created a new designation in their Centers of Excellence program, Blue Distinction Plus, where the “plus” indicates the hospital is a low-cost center.

OTHER CONSIDERATIONS

Improving Centers of Excellence programs is critical because such programs can also be harmful. The goal of these programs is to encourage patients to change hospitals. Having patients travel far from their homes and their social support systems may be costly in terms of patient time and emotional well-being. Separating a patient from his or her usual physicians could have a negative impact on coordination of care. Finally, such programs could have unintended consequences. A recent evaluation of Medicare’s policy to only reimburse for care at Centers of Excellence for bariatric surgery seems to have had a negative impact on access for racial minorities. To outweigh these potential harms, the outcomes at Centers of Excellence must be clearly superior. Moving forward, we need to change how hospitals are designated and most importantly provide evidence that the Centers of Excellence are truly excellent.
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